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A sum rule for ionization potentkds. similar to the Marine-Xberg theorem, is derived in the fmmeliork of a many-body 
Green’s_function formaiism_This sum rule is shown to be valid under main& t\\o conditions (3 the constant term and the 
aftiity poks of the seff-energ part tie to be neglected; (ii) the finaI state ux\efunction has to be separabIe in a free- 
ekctron and an (A’- i)-ekctron part. The latter assumption is discussed in connection uith the sudden approximation 
which is not used for the derivation of the new sum rule. 

I * Illtroduction 

In its most simple form the one-particle picture 
leads to a one-to-one correspondence of observable 
ionization processes and occupied orbit&_ Due to 
Koopmaus’ theorem [I] the ionization potentials 1&O), 
which correspond to these processes. are approsi- 
mated by 

IiO’ = -Et _ (1) 

Satellite structures, often observed in connection with 
inner shell ionization [2] are not compatible with tbis 
simpIe picture_ In the one-particIe scheme these satel- 
lites with ionization potentials Zf) and relative intensi- 
ties @I+ the intensity ofsatellite/intensity of ‘Vnain 
peak”, are interpreted as single and multiple excita- 
tions accompanying the electron emission. 

The loss of the above-mentioned one-to-one cocre- 
spondence was restored to some extent by hhnne and 
Aberg [31_ These authors introduced a sum rule in 
which I,$‘) is replaced by a weighted avenge over dif- 
ferent fii states 

Here the square of the matrix element, which is the 
projection of the ion-state wavefunction Wn(N- I;> 
on the Koopmawte I*-‘), corresponds to the 
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relative intensity tp) of the satellite line (it should be 
mentioned that the “main peak” with IP I,$‘) is not 
always related to the peak with the largest observed 
intensity)_ Eq_ {3) was derived under the following 

two approximations: 
(i) Application of the sudden approximation and 

separation of the final state wavefunction in a free- 
electron and an (N- 1)electron state. These different 
appro_ximations are often thought to be compIetely 
equivalent (see below)_ 

(ii) Assumption of constant one-electron transition 
moments- 

Due to the latter approximation (ii) the resulting 
transitions are supposed to be controlled by monopole 
selection rules_ 

Manne and Aberg [3] explicitly state in their paper 
that the sudden approximation is not applicable to 
cases where the energy of the exciting radiation is 
close to threshold, and for ionizations from the valence 
shell- This is in line with a detailed comparison of the 
sudden versus adiabatic approximation by Meldner 
and Perez [4] who arrive at the conclusion that when- 
ever the sudden approximation is appropriate the 
ionized system is probably “shaken”, while in the lim- 
it of the adiabatic approximation the system ends up 
in a single eigenstate of the ion. From this it was sug- 
gested that one has not to expect considerable satellite 
structure in UPS spectra. Recent experiments, however, 
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on small molecules using He(H) excitation have re- 
vealed strong satelhte structures in the region of inner 
vaIence shell ionization [5] _ These structures could be 
well interpreted in terms of many-particle effects 
using a theory which is mainly based on a Green’s- 
function formalism [6-S]_ As this formalism is essen- 
tiahy based on the adiabatic approximation [9] the 
question arises, whether a sum rule similar to the 
hlanne-Aberg theorem [3] can also be derived for the 
vaIence shell region. In connection with the discussion 
of the extended Koopmans theorem [IO], Pickup [ 1 I] 
already indicated that in the framework of the super- 
operator formalism. a similar sum rule may be derived- 

2_ Formalism 

We start here with the well-known expression for 
the one-particle Green’s function 

X(Q) XC") 

c,(w)=c ’ ’ +x 
yp y$o 

m w-A,+iOf n w - I,, - iO+ 
(3) 

with 

x02) = (q&-l [Q 
P rr P 

I* ) 
0 - YF’ = Wu lap PI+;+‘), 

using the usual nomenclature [ 12]_ The ionization 
potentials 1, and electron affinities A,lz are found via 
the inverse Dyson equation_ Numerically they are 
evaluated in good approximation to the exact resulrs 
by assuming G to be diagonal [7_ 13]_ In the case of 
diagonal G the IF’% Zkw are related ro *he negative 
roots of 

w-E~--_~~(w)=o_ (4) 

The corresponding relative intensities fp) are given by 

P$r’ =x&P) = l<*,;-‘lQ,I $-))I2 _ (5) 

To derive these results, two approximations have been 
used which are the same as in the treatment of hIanne 
and aberg: 

(i) A separation-ansatz is used for the final state 
wavefunction. 

(ii) The one-electron transition moments are taken 
to be constant. 

Following Cederbaum [ 141, the exact self-ener,y 
part can be written as 

q2 
Ckk(w) =A, t c - Iif 

, w - h;- 
+c--- 

j w-Lf* (6) 

where Ki is the ionization pole of C and Li the affini- 
ty pole of C. For numerical applications the constant 
term A, is set equal to zero. 

By complete induction the evaluation of the roots 
of eq. (4) is equivalent to diagonalisation of the fol- 
lowing matrix Mkr 

Mk= :/_ 

i 
i 

I 

(7) 

If one starts from a CI-variation ansatz 

a matrix can be derived [ 151 which is identical to the 
upper left block of the matrix M,_ This shows that the 
ansatz (8) leads to the negiect of the influence of the 
Lj and IVi on EX_ (which is equivalent to a complete 
neglect of ground-state correlation [I 31). In adopting 
this approximation we use a completely uncorrelated 
sound state and restrict our further discussion to the 
submatrix IJI;-““_ It then follows from eqs. (5) and (7) 
that 

pp = @’ 12 

with the normalization condition 

C@=l. 
n 

If the nth eigenvaiue of Myb - x IS denoted EF it follows 
that 

ek = F p$')Ef') _ 

Insertion into eq. (10) leads, together with eq. (S), to 
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3 resuk which is completeIy equiv3lent to the bkmne- 
.&erg theorem [3]_ Evidently 3 similar formula is val- 
id for electron affinities if the influence of the ionizs- 
tion poIes is neglected_ It shouId be mentioned at this 
point th3t the special type of configumtions which 
3re included in the Ci 3ns3tz (8) have not been used 
to obtain the 3bove expression. 

The equivalence between our resuIts and those of 
Manne and Aberg 3re m3inIy induced by two sppros- 
imations: 

(i) The constrtnt term and the affinity poles of the 
&f-energy part are neglected_ 

(ii) The finakitrtte wavefunction is sepamted into 
3 free-electron wnrefunction and 3 wwefunction for 
the (X- i)-eIectron system_ 

Without doubt the first approsimation is justified 
for core ionimtions where the energy difference be- 
tween Q and Li is always Iarge. For vaience-she11 ion- 
kitions its 3ppIicabiIity depends to some extent on 
the magnitude of the HOMO-LUMO gap, but for the 
inner p3rt of the whence she11 it is cert3inIy not too 
bad. 

The more important approximation is the second 
one_ Physic31 intuition suggests 3 strong connection 
between the separsbihty of the fin&state wavefunc- 
tion and the sudden appro_ximation: The sepllntion is 
the more rellztble the higher the energy of the emitted 
particle is luld the sudden approtim3tion is the better 
the faster the perturbation k&es p&e_ k 3 conse- 
quence. it is often assumed that the separation is in- 
herent in the sudden appro_timation_ From the formaI- 
istic point of view this is. however, not true_ The sud- 
den as we11 as the adiabatic approximation is defined 
via the time evolution of the ixnnikonian [4,16] which 
does not necess3riIy lead to 3 separation of the fir& 
state wavefunction. Consequentiy, this separation has 
to be introduced as 3n independent assumption_ The 
similarity of resuhs derived either in the framework 
of the sudden or in the framework of the adiabatic 

approximation. 3s shown in this Ietter. cIearIy reveals 
that it is not the speci31 type of perturbstion theory 
which is responsible for these results but the common 
assumption of 3 separable final-state w3vefunction. 
For further investigations it should be attended more 
precisely that this Istter sssumption is not directIy 
connected with t!le sudden approximation. 
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